Cell-by-cell reconstruction in reaggregates from neonatal gerbil retina begins from the inner retina and is promoted by retinal pigmented epithelium.
For future retinal tissue engineering, it is essential to understand formation of retinal tissue in a 'cell-by-cell' manner, as can be best studied in retinal reaggregates. In avians, complete laminar spheres can be produced, with ganglion cells internally and photoreceptors at the surface; a similar degree of retinal reconstruction has not been achieved for mammals. Here, we have studied self-organizing potencies of retinal cells from neonatal gerbil retinae to form histotypic spheroids up to 15 days in culture (R-spheres). Shortly after reaggregation, a first sign of tissue organization was detected by use of an amacrine cell (AC)-specific calretinin (CR) antibody. These cells sorted out into small clusters and sent unipolar processes towards the centre of each cluster. Thereby, inner cell-free spaces developed into inner plexiform layer (IPL)-like areas with extended parallel CR(+) fibres. Occasionally, IPL areas merged to combine an 'inner half retina', whereby ganglion cells (GCs) occupied the outer sphere surface. This tendency was much improved in the presence of supernatants from retinal pigmented cells (RPE-spheres), e.g. cell organization and proliferation was much increased, and cell death shortened. As shown by several markers, a perfect outer ring was formed by GCs and displaced ACs, followed by a distinct IPL and 1-2 rows of ACs internally. The inner core of RPE spheres consisted of horizontal and possibly bipolar cells, while immunostaining and RT-PCR analysis proved that photoreceptors were absent. This shows that (1) mammalian retinal histogenesis in reaggregates can be brought to a hitherto unknown high level, (2) retinal tissue self-organizes from the level of the IPL, and (3) RPE factors promote formation of almost complete retinal spheres, however, their polarity was opposite to that found in respective avian spheroids.